
• Wavestore and Raytec 
together provide a best-in-
breed solution for video, 
data and LED lighting

• Users can control their LED 
lights directly from Waves-
tore’s WaveView client soft-
ware and/or set up actions 
for specific events, including 
motion detection and meta-
data driven events

• Set a timer for individual or 
groups of LED lights in one 
second increments up to 
18.2 hours

• Revert to a previous state
• All commands sent to Raytec 

LED lights are authenticated 
by the Wavestore server for 
enhanced security

• One screen, total control – 
just one operator screen to 
seamlessly manage events 
from CCTV, LED lighting and 
other integrated technology, 
such as Access Control and 
Intelligent Video Analytics

• Sets the brightness level of 
individual or groups of LED 
lights to a value between 
20% and 100%

• Turn individual or groups of 
LED lights on and off

Key features
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Raytec white and infrared 
LED lighting

Server side
Wavestore VMS servers and Raytec LED lights are 
connected to each other via the network. In order 
to facilitate integration between Wavestore and 
Raytec LED lights the Raytec Module needs to be 
specified from Wavestore at the time of order 
to enable the integration on the Wavestore VMS 
server.

Wavestore’s VMS can be installed on a host of 
third-party servers, or on units from Wavestore’s 
own range. Wavestore’s PT-Series appliance is 
perfectly suited for medium-sized applications. 
To place your order, please contact your Local 
Wavestore’s Authorised distributor.

Wavestore’s integration with Raytec LED lights enables a 
host of advanced lighting features to be controlled directly 
from Wavestore’s WaveView Client software. Users can either 
control Raytec LED lights on-screen from fully customisable 
buttons, or automatically on motion or metadata triggered 
events from any number of connected devices such as 
cameras, ANPR, access control, PIR detectors and video 
analytics.

www.wavestore.com

Client side
Raytec LED lights can be controlled directly from 
Wavestore’s WaveView client software, affording 
users the ability to use on-screen buttons and 
commands to control lighting functions for specific 
lighting units, as well as rules to be set-up from 
any event type; including metadata, motion or 
timed events.

Wavestore’s WaveView client software can be 
installed on multiple client machines to access the 
Wavestore server(s). WaveView provides complete 
live monitoring and playback control of cameras 
and other devices. This allows an operator to 
view live video, search for events or manage 
triggers linked from access control events either 
in real time as they happen or via post-event 
interrogation.

Operators are then able to easily stitch together 
video from time-synchronised events using 
Wavestore’s 3-click evidential export function.



What to order
To enable Raytec white and infrared LED lighting Integration with 
Wavestore’s VMS, please order the following for each Wavestore 
NVR/ HVR:

INT-WS-RAYTEC-01 - Integration module for full one-way 
communication between Wavestore and Raytec. Order one per 
Wavestore NVR/HVR.

The Raytec integration module is compatible with Premium, 
Enterprise and Ultimate level channel licenses. 

If you require any additional assistance, please contact 
Wavestore via: info@wavestore.com

Email: info@wavestore.com 
Visit: wavestore.com

Specifications may change without notice.
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The IP-based
Security Standard
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About Wavestore
Wavestore, the British developer of innovative open platform Video Management Software (VMS), 
supports you every step of the way to help you effortlessly unlock the full potential of your client’s 
security solutions and maximise their return on investment, while providing you with a reliable and 
independent open platform VMS partner who can make even the most complex integrations simple.

Completely independent and open-platform, Wavestore’s VMS delivers powerful video recording, 
storage and event management coupled with seamless integration to third party devices and sub-
systems - including cameras, access control, advanced video analytics, intruder detection, EPoS and 
video walls, to name but a few, from the world’s leading vendors.

Wavestore’s ‘One screen, total control’ philosophy makes it possible to manage everything from the 
smallest standalone site to the largest and most complex multi-site and multi-technology security 
solutions efficiency and easily from a single client computer or mobile device, bringing together video, 
audio and metadata to fully meet the requirements of your specific application.

About Raytec
Raytec are the World leader in LED lighting for security and safety. They provide a range of LED 
illuminators to create a safer global environment whether used in combination with surveillance 
cameras or as general area lighting.

Raytec’s drive is to improve the safety of any area at night and to improve the performance on any CCTV 
system under darkness.

Founded in 2005 Raytec have two offices, located in Northumberland, UK and Ottawa, Canada. All Raytec 
products are designed and manufactured inhouse, in the UK. Raytec products are distributed to over 70 
countries world-wide and have been installed from the Arctic Circle to the Jungles of Borneo.

Website: wavestore.com

Contact: info@wavestore.com

Website: rayteccctv.com

Contact: sales@rayteccctv.com

Raytec white and infrared LED lighting


